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Abstract
The effect of temperature on suicide is clear. Many countries around
the world have investigated the effect of temperature on suicide or suicide
attempts and found that short-term exposure to high temperatures can be
a trigger in common. However, the results by season differed across countries. The study in Israel showed that the effect of temperature and suicide
attempts was significant only in summer, and the study in Korea was only
significant in winter. We hypothesized that these seasonal differences are due
to humidity. Therefore, this study investigated the modification of temperature effects on suicide attempts by humidity. We applied a time-stratified
case-crossover design to control for seasonality and individual differences.
We combined conditional Poisson regression with distributed lag non-linear
models (DLNM) to explore a lag pattern and to obtain risk ratios (RR) and
their 95% confidence intervals(CI) for the effects of the 80th percentile of
temperature relative to the 10th percentile temperature. Then, interaction
terms between relative humidity quartiles and temperature were generated
to evaluate the modification of temperature effects on suicide attempts by
relative humidity. Between 2014 and 2018, the count of suicide attempts is
39,803. The relative risk at the 80th percentile minimum temperature for
suicide attempts was 1.09 (95% CI: 1.03, 1.15) compared with the risk at
the 10th percentile minimum temperature at lag 1. In the case of maximum
temperature, the relative risk was 1.12 (95% CI: 1.03, 1.22) at lag 0. The interaction effects between relative humidity and temperature effect were only
found in the lowest humidity quantiles. This may explain why the effect
of seasonal temperature varies from country to country. It also emphasizes
that the association between temperature and suicide attempts is clear at
low humidity. However, the study needs to be conducted in more countries
to confirm the effect of temperature on humidity.
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